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First Meeting 
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D r J . SHAHEEN Iraq 

Dr К. SUVARNAKICH Thailand 
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1. OPENING OP THE MEETING: Item 1 of the Provisional Agenda 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL declared the meeting open. 

2. ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN:工tern 2 of the Provisional Agenda 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL invited nominations for Chairman. 

Professor AUJALEU, seconded by Dr LAYTON, proposed Dr Nabulsi. 

Decision: Dr Nabulsi was unanimously elected Chairman. 

Dr Nabulsi took the Chair. 

The CHAIRMAN thanked the Standing Committee for the great honour it had done 

him and hoped that he would fulfil his functions worthily. 

He welcomed, on behalf of the Standing Committee, the representative of the 

United Nations, Mr N . G . Luker. 

5 . ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA: Item 3 of the Provisional Agenda (Document EB^I/AF/I) 

Decision: The provisional agenda was adopted unanimously. 

4, ELECTION OP RAPPORTEURS: Item 4 of the Agenda 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that it was customary for the Chairman to serve as Rapporteur 

for the language he himself used. He invited nominations for the office of 

English-language Rapporteur• 

Dr WATT, seconded by Dr KARUNARATNE, proposed Dr Lay ton • 

Decision: Dr Layton was unanimously elected English-language Rapporteur. 
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5- HOURS OF WORK 

The CHAIRMAN suggested the working hours of 9.JO a.m. to noon and 2.J0 p.m. to 

5-30 Р-Ш. . 

It was so agreed. 

6 . STATEVIENT B Y THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL: Item 5 of the Agenda 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, commenting on the proposed programme and budget estimates 

for 1964 (Official Records N o . 121), stated that he had restricted the effective 

working budget to US$ ) ) 716 000，which represented an increase of 11.95 per cent, 

over the level for 1963. However, as was explained in the Introduction to the budget 

document, $ 1 3 6 ) 000 of that amount resulted from the decision of the Fourteenth 

World Health Assembly to incorporate the full costs of the malaria eradication field 

programme in the regular budget by three annual stages, ending in 196^. The real 

increase over I963 was thus only $ 2 235 C00, or 7•斗2 per cent. 

An examination of the main items accounting for the real increase (shown in 

Appendix 1 to the Notes on the Presentation of the Programme and Budget, p. xxiii) 

would show that $ 1 0 5 0 6 9 6 , approximately 47 per cent, of the total, represented 

increased provision for project activities. A further amount of $ 6 9 ) 179, some 

3 0 per cent., was required to cover increased statutory staff costs for established 

posts, and there were also other increased requirements for headquarters activities 

and for the regional offices. An amount was also included to expand medical research 

activities - it would be recalled that additional sums had been included in the budget 

for a number of years past for that purpose. The additional provision he was proposing 
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for 196斗 was in the amount of $ 250 000， which was designed not only to promote 

expansion of current programmes but to enable new activities to be started as well, 

in such fields as immunology, clinical evaluation of drugs, physiology of human 

reproduction, and chemical contaminants of the environment. 

The increased requirements for headquarters programme activities included seventeen 

additional posts, most of which would be allocated to Health Statistics. His 

proposals represented the second step towards the expansion of activities in that sphere, 

advocated by the Executive Board and the Health Assembly in the past few years. 

Pull details of all the additional posts would be furnished under the appropriate 

sections during the detailed examination of the proposed programme and budget estimates. 

The effective increase in funds that was being proposed for programme activities 

was indeed small for a year that would be the fourth year of the United Nations 

Development Decade, in which so many of the newly independent and other developing 

countries were placing high hopes. It should be borne in mind, too, that increasing 

costs of personnel, of other services, including fellowships, and of supplies and equip-

ment, placed 3. fuP'ther* limit on the volume of services "th.s.'t could, be provided, within 

those additional funds; in fact, the increase was a relative rather than an absolute 

one, due to that factor. 

The costs of the additional projects requested by governments and not included in 

his proposed programme and budget estimates and of projects under the Expanded Programme 

of Technical Assistance that had had to be relegated in 1963 and 1964 to Category 工工 

came to a total of more than $ 10 000 000. Those projects corresponded to health needs 

in the various countries that could not be tackled under the 1964 programme• 
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It would be recalled that there had been an increase over the past few years in 

.the funds made available for health projects under the Expanded Programme of Technical 

Assistance. On the other hand, the United Nations Special Fund, from its inception 

in 1959 to the end of I962, had allocated for health work only 0.59 per cent, of its 

total allocations for approved projects - a proportion that was extremely small• It 

was' therefore plain that expansion of health activities had to depend essentially on 

the Organization' s regular budget. For the time being, no reliance could be placed on 

the Special Fund or even the Expanded Programme for that purpose. 

The budgetary increase proposed was by no means excessive. He accordingly 

appealed to the Standing Committee to view the proposals in the light of the health 

needs existing throughout the world and of the many unsatisfied requests for expansion 

of W HO assistance. If that were done, he was sure he would be accorded the requisite 

funds to allow of an orderly development of activities. 

7 . PROPOSED PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1964: Item 6 of the Agenda 
(Official Records N o. 121 and Corr.l; Documents EB3l/AF/WP/l-7) 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, introducing the documentation, said he 

would be brief since the Secretariat's preparatory work had enabled the budget document 

to be dispatched by )0 November 1962 and the relevant working papers to be in the hands 

of members of the Executive Board before they left for Geneva. 

Document EBJi/AF/WP/l dealt with the establishment, composition and terms of 

reference of the Standing Committee. 
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Document EB51/AP/WP/2
1

 contained background information on the Organization's 

general programme of work, its structure, the sources from which its activities were 

financed and the budgetary processes and practices that governed the development of its 

annual programme and budget estimates• The document brought up to date the similar 

information that had been included as Chapter 工 of the Executive Board
1

 s report on its 

examination of the proposed programme and budget estimates for 1963. 

Document EB^l/AF/WP/У^ set out the principles that had been followed in classify-

ing and computing the 1964 budget estimates. 

Document ЕВ31/AF/WP/4
1

 outlined the contents and form of presentation of the 

proposed programme and budget estimates for 1964, as well as the main features of the 

proposals. It also contained summary information on the international health programme 

planned to be financed from funds administered by WHO and funds made available from 

other multilateral sources, together with information on estimated contributions of 

governments towards the cost of WHO—assisted projects in their countries. Additional 

information on the last-mentioned point that had been received since the budget document 

was prepared would be found in the addendum. 

Document 

showed the main items that accounted for the increase in 

the amount of the proposed effective working budget for 1964 as compared with the 

corresponding level for 1963， and detailed analyses of the proposed programme and 

budget estimates for 1964 compared with the corresponding estimates for 1963» 

1 The substance of these working documents is incorporated in Chapters I, II and 

III, Appendices 1 and 2, and Charts 1-9 of the Executive Board
1

 s report on the proposed 

programme and budget estimates for 196斗，Off, Rec. Wld Hlth Org. 125» 

The substance of this working document is incorporated in Chapter IV， 

Appendices 4，5, 8 and 9, and Chart 11 of Off. Rec, Wld Hlth Org, 125. 
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The resolutions adopted by regional committees on the regional estimates for 1964 

were reproduced in document EB^l/AF/WP/6• The relevant minutes of the regional 

committee meetings were available for reference, in the languages in which they had been 

produced for the committees, but for practical reasons had not been distributed. 

Document EB31/AF/WP/7 contained up-to-date work-load statistics relating to certain 

of the Administration and Finance Services."^" 

He invited particular attention to some changes in the form of presentation of the 

programme and budget (Official Records N o. 121, Notes on the Presentation of the 

Programme and Budget, section 1). A new summary table had been included under Annex 2, 

showing in respect of each region the total estimated costs of the activities planned 

to be financed from the regular budget, the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance, 

the Malaria Eradication Special Account, and Other Extra-budgetary Funds. Secondly, 

additional columns had been inserted in the cost estimates contained in Annex J to 

distinguish between malaria eradication activities which were as from 1964 to be 

financed entirely by the regular budget and activities under the accelerated malaria 

eradication programme to be financed from voluntary contributions. 

He also drew attention to section J.l of the Notes, relating to supplementary 

estimates for 1963, and section J.2, concerning the approved 1963 and proposed 1964 

effective working budget levels. Section 4 of the Notes related to casual income 

and reimbursement of administrative and operational services costs from the Special 

Account for the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance. In conformity with estab-

lished policy, the Director-General was recommending that an amount of $ 500 000 of 

casual income, together with the allocation from the Special Account in the amount 

of $ 756 990 be used to help finance the 1964 budget. 

1

 Reproduced in Appendix 7 to Off, Rec. Wld Hlth Org. 125 
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The remaining sections of the Notes related to the scales of assessment, the 

Appropriation Resolution for 1964 and the computation of the estimates. 

Dr WATT expressed appreciation of the Secretariat's efforts, which had made it 

possible for members to receive documentation in good time. 

He was surprised that so small a proportion of the resources of the United Nations 

Special Fund was being devoted to health work, especially in view of the magnitude of 

the needs that existed. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that the Special Fund clearly took the view that 

many activities in health could not be regarded as pre-investment activities and hence 

were outside the scope of its terms of reference. Thus far its interest in the health 

field had been limited to proj ects for "the "training of sanitary engineers and. certain 

preliminary projects connected with water-supply^ and the record of its allocations to 

the various specialized agencies, particulars of which he gave, plainly showed that the 

Fund was not convinced of the importance of health work for building up the infra-

structure of the developing countries. Since its inception, he had had many discussions 

with the Managing Director of the Fund on the possibility of expanding its interest but, 

although the Managing Director was now more sympathetic to that aim, no positive results 

had as yet been forthcoming. The Organization could therefore not place too much 

reliance on additional funds from that source in the future. 

Dr WATT suggested that Executive Board members might possibly be able to help 

the Director-General in his efforts to obtain more assistance from the Special Fund; 

if the Secretariat had any suggestions to that end, he trusted that they would be duly 

passed on to Board members. 
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Dr D0R0LLE, Deputy Director-General, Secretary, suggested that before proceeding 

to the detailed examination of the Programme and Budget the Standing Committee might wish 

1 2 "5 
to take note of documents EB31/AF/WP/1 and WP/2 and consider WP/j and WP/4夕(with 

¿I 

Add.l). The Secretariat would be pleased to furnish any further explanation or 

information on any particular point concerning those documents. 

It was so agreed. 

p 
The CHAIRMAN called for observations on document EB^l/AP/WP/^. 

Dr LAYTON said that on the whole he had found the explanatory notes adequate in 

the working paper on the classification and computation of the estimates, but, with 

5 

regard to the table on page 6, he wondered why, though the percentage staff turnover 

in 1965 was estimated at 0 . 0 ) and in 1 9 6斗 at 0.07, both the amounts and percentages 

shown on the next line for deductions on account of delays in filling new posts were 

of the reverse order of magnitude for those two years. 

Mr SIEGEL said that he would have to obtain detailed information on that point 

6 
and would accordingly defer his answer until the following meeting. 

3 4 
There were no comments on document EB3l/AP/WP/4 and Add.l. 

1 The substance of this working document is incorporated in Chapter 工 and Chart 1 

of Of f . R e c, Wld Hlth Org> 125• 

2 
The substance of this working document is incorporated in Chapter 工工 and 

Appendix 1 of Off. R e c , Wld Hlth Org. 125. 
3 

The substance of this working document is incorporated in Chapter 工工工 and 

Charts 2-9 of Off。Rec。Wld Hlth Org. 125. 

The appendix to this working document is reproduced as Appendix 2 to 

Off. Rec> W l d Hlth Org. 125 

5 
Reproduced as Table К of Off, Rec. Wld Hlth Org. 125 

6

 See minutes of the second 臓
tl
n
S
, section 1 
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Dr DOROLLE observed that subject to the answer that the Secretariat would be 

giving at the following meeting to the question raised by Dr Layton, the Standing 

Committee would presumably now wish to take note of the second, third and fourth 

working papers• The purpose of document EBJl/AF/WP/5"^" was to facilitate comparison 

between the 1963 and 1964 estimates. Perhaps the best course would be for the 

Standing Committee to refer to that document as necessary during the detailed examin-

ation of the Proposed Programme and Budget for 196斗. 

It was so agreed> 

8. DETAILED EXAMINATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL'S PROPOSED PROGRAMME 

AND BUDGET ESTIMATES POR 1964: Item 6,1 of the Agenda (Official Records N o . 121; 

Documents EB31/AF/WP/1-7 ) ‘————-—^ — — 

Notes on the Presentation of the Programme and Budget 

Professor AUJALEU, referring to section 1.2 on page xxi of Official Records 

No. 121, asked for a more detailed explanation of how, irrespective of their source, 

a distinction had been drawn between funds under the regular programme and those under 

the accelerated malaria eradication programme. Was the distinction purely a budgetary 

one or technical as well? 

Dr KAUL, Assistant Director-General, said that Professor Aujaleu
1

s question was 

not easy to answer because of the difficulty of laying down a demarcation line between 

the regular and the accelerated malaria eradication programme. The long-term eradi-

cation programmes comprised activities which had been developing fairly satisfactorily 

1 The substance of this working document is incorporated in Chapter 1У, 

Appendices 4, 5, 8 and 9 , and Chart 11 of Off, Rec, Wld Hlth Org, 125 
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during the past three or four years and which constituted the main regular programme. 

In addition there were certain projects, not yet initiated or still at the planning 

stage, which could be implemented under the accelerated programme if resources became 

available 一 often more quickly than by waiting for funds to become available under 

the regular programme. Activities under the accelerated programme included those 

that would help to speed up existing projects or make it possible to undertake 

additional phases of the programme. 

Members of the Standing Committee were no doubt aware of the administrative, 

financial and organizational problems that had caused delays in the eradication 

programme since its inception。 When they came to examine the programme in detail 

it would be easier to see more clearly which activities fell under the regular programme 

and which under the accelerated programme. In Annex 3 of Official Records No. 121 

country-by-country programmes under the regular programme, as well as details of the 

accelerated programme, were set out separately. 

Dr AERIDI said that Professor Aujaleu had raised an extremely important question, 

which undoubtedly had a bearing on WHO
1

 s policy on the use of malaria eradication 

funds. He would not comment further at the present stage, since the malaria 

eradication programme would be thoroughly discussed in connexion with Annex 3 of 

Official Records No, 121. The Committee could thus be perfectly clear in what way 

and under what headings special funds should be used in order to supplement properly 

the work proceeding under the regular budget. The functional division of such 

activities was important. 
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Professor AUJALEU said that he had more or less expected the kind of answer 

given by Dr Kaul to his question. At the moment he was not discussing the issue from 

the substantive angle but as a matter of presentation in the Notes, because he was 

uncertain whether the expression "an accelerated malaria eradication programme" 

appropriately described the activities Dr Kaul had mentioned. In his opinion the 

accelerated programme denoted the regular programme as a whole together with supplem-

entary activities and not the latter alone. 

Dr WATT，referring to section 4 of the Notes, assumed that the amount of casual 

income that the Director-General was recommending to be used to help finance the 

annual budget was already in hand. As in the previous year, the amount was considerable 

and he would be interested to know whether a table existed- showing trends in regard 

to casual income over several years. 

Mr SIEGEL， Assistant Director-General, said he would first comment on budgetary 

aspects of the question raised by Professor Aujaleu and Dr Afridi in connexion with 

the malaria eradication programme. 

It would be recalled that the Fourteenth World Health Assembly in its resolution 

WHA14.15 had decided to incorporate the cost of the malaria eradication programme in 

the regular budget by stages over a period of three years. At that time the estimated 

cost had been approximately $ 6 million and the possibility had been discussed of 

dividing the sum into equal parts over the three years. The Assembly had decided, 

however, to incorporate the administrative and indirect operating costs immediately under 

the regular budget and in addition, as the first stage, $ 2 million, making a total of 

some $ 2.7 million, The Fifteenth World Health Assembly had appropriated a second 

$ 2 million for the purpose and that, with the instalment of $ 1 3 6 ) 000 for 1964, 
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would complete the process and make up the total of $ 6 million. A somewhat 

mechanical method of determining the amounts pertaining respectively to the regular 

and the accelerated programme had thus been introduced. 

The Committee might find it useful in that connexion to refer to resolutions 

WHA14.15 and WHA15.20, and particularly to resolution WHA15.34, in which the Assembly 

reiterated "its conviction that continued voluntary contributions in cash and in kind 

are essential for accelerating the malaria eradication programme". 

His comments of course concerned the budgetary aspects only; the Committee 

might wish to deal separately with the programme aspects in its discussion on Annex 5 

(Malaria Operations). 

With regard to Dr Watt' s question concerning casual income, the Committee would 

recall that over a period of some years the Board had considered it unwise to try to 

use too large an amount from casual income to help finance the annual budget, but 

considered that even although there might be a greater sum available it was prudent 

to maintain a uniform level in order to avoid wide variations from one year to the 

next. That arrangement, which the Health Assembly had accepted, made it possible for 

the Organization to meet its supplemental budget needs by drawing on available casual 

income over and above the $ 500 000 that had been used in each of the last three years, 

and without the necessity of placing supplementary assessments on Member States, which 

would create legislative problems for many Members. The amount of $ 500 000 which 

the Director -General was currently recommending was available and on hand. Over and 

above that sum there was a further amount available and the Committee could be provided 

with a paper giving estimates of that amount as foreseen at present. 
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The Committee would note from document EB)l/l^l that the Director-General was 

proposing that the supplementary budget estimates of $ 1б2 000 be financed from 

available casual income, which amount was available in addition to the $ 500 000 

which the Director-General was recommending for the 1964 estimates. 

If the Committee so desired a paper could be submitted showing the casual 

income that had been recommended over the last four or five years. 

Dr LAYTON shared the views expressed by Professor Aujaleu and Dr Afridi 

concerning the accelerated malaria eradication programme, but did not propose to pursue 

the matter at the present stage, on the understanding that it would be considered in 

detail both in regard to financial implications and programme possibilities when 

Annex 3 was taken up. 

Referring to section 4.2 of the Notes, he observed that to the best of his 

recollection figures showing amounts in the Suspense Account and from casual income 

were presented annually in the External Auditor‘s report. Perhaps such past reports 

might throw light on the question raised by Dr Watt. 

Turning to section 5, he asked whether WHO was required to modify its scale of 

assessment if the United Nations did so during the year in which it was applicable: 

such a requirement could present difficulties both to governments which had already 

secured parliamentary approval for their contributions and to WHO in its advance 

planning of the budget and programme. 

Dr WATT said that the main purpose of his question had been to ascertain whether 

a simple table existed showing what suras had been available during the past few years 

from casual income. 

1

 Reproduced as Annex 11 to Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Org. 124 
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M r SIECJEL said that Dr Layton probably had in mind the figures supplied to the 

Ad Hoc Committee of the Executive Board and to the Health Assembly in the annual 

Financial Report, with the comments of the External Auditor. Each annual Financial 

Report contained information on the casual income available from the various sub-

divisions at the end of each calendar year. A short table could very easily be 

produced giving those figures for the last several years. 

D r LAYTON and Dr WATT signified that such a table would be helpful.
1 

Mr SIEGEL said, in reply to Dr Layton' s question concerning scales of assessment, 

that under resolution WHA8.5 WHO used the latest available United Nations scale in 

fixing its own for the following year- In other words, WHO would use for its 

assessments for the 1964 budget the scale established by the United Nations for the 

year I965, with due adjustment to the WHO membership. The kind of difficulty 

Dr Layton had mentioned could thus be avoided. In 1962 the Health Assembly had 

adopted a resolution which would have nullified the effect of that provision in 

respect of the 1965 scale had the United Nations retroactively revised its scale for-

I962, b ut in fact that had not been done. 

The meeting rose at 12 noon. 

The table requested by Dr Layton and Dr Watt was submitted to the Standing 

Committee in document EB31/AF/WP/8 and is reproduced in Appendix 11. to the Executive 

Board.' s report on the proposed programme and budget estimates for 1964 

(Off. R e c . Wld Hlth Org. 125) 
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1. OPENING OF THE MEETING: Item 1 of the Provisional Agenda 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL declared the meeting open. 

2. i.,LECTION OF CHAIRMAN: Itera 2 of the Provisional Agenda 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL invited nominations for Chairman. 

Professor AUJALEU, seconded by Dr LAYTON, proposed Dr Nabulsi. 

Decision : Dr Nabulsi was unanimously elected Chairman. 

Dr Nabulsi took the Chair. 

The CHAIRMAN thanked the Standing Committee for the great honour it had done 

him and hoped that he would fulfil his functions worthily. 

He welcomed, on behalf of the Standing Committee^ the representative of the 

United Nations, Mr N. G. Luker. 

ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA: Item 3 of the Provisional Agenda (Document EB^l/AF/l) 

racision; The provisional agenda was adopted unanimously. 

4. ELECT工ON OF RAPPORTEURS : Item 4 of the Agenda 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that it was customary for the Chairman to serve as 

Rapporteur for the language he himself used. He invited nominations for the 

office of English-language Rapporteur. 
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D r W A T T , seconded, b y D r KARUNARATNE，proposed Dr Layton. 

Decisions D r Layton w a s unanimously elected English-language Rapporteur. 

5- W O R K I N G ARRANGEMENTS 

The C H A I R M A N suggested the working hours of 9.)0 a.m. to noon and 2.50 p . m . to 

5 P - n i . 

It w a s so a g r e e d . 

6 . S T A T E M E N T B Y THE DIRECTOR- GENERAL : Item 5 of the Agenda 

The D I R E C T O R - G E N E R A L , commenting on the proposed programme and budget estimates 

for 1 9 6斗 ( O f f i c i a l Records N o . 121)^ stated that h e had restricted the effective 

w o r k i n g b u d g e t to U S $ ) ) 716 000^ which represented an increase of 11.95 per cent, 

over the level for 19 6 ) . However, as was explained in the Introduction to the budget 

d o c u m e n t
д
 $ 1 000 of that amount resulted from the decision of tKe Fourteenth 

W o r l d H e a l t h Assembly to incorporate the full costs of the malaria eradication field 

p r o g r a m m e in the regular b u d g e t by three annual stages^ ending in 1964. The real 

increase o v e r 1 9 6 ^ was thus only $ 2 2J5 〇〇〇，or J Л2 per cent. 

An e x a m i n a t i o n of the main items accounting for the real increase (shown in 

A p p e n d i x 1 to the Notes on the Presentation of the Programme and Budget, p.xxiii) 

w o u l d show that.$. 1 〇5〇_ 6 9 6， a p p r o x i m a t e l y 47 per cent, of the total represented 

i n c r e a s e d provision for pro j e c t activities. A further amount of $ 693 179^ some 

ЗО per cent.^ w a s required to cover increased statutory staff costs for established 
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posts厂 and there were also other increased requirements for headquarters activities 

and for the regional offices• An amount was also included to expand medical research 

activities. It would be recalled that additional sums had been included in the 

budget for a number of years past for that purpose. The additional provision he was 

proposing for 1964 was in the amount of $ 250 000，which was designed not only to 

promote expansion of current programmes but to enable new activities to be started, 

as well^ in such fields as immunology^ clinical evaluation of drugs, physiology of 

human reproduction, and chemical contaminants of the environment. 

The increased requirements for headquarters programme activities included 

seventeen additional posts, most of which would be allocated to the Health 

Statistics unit. His proposals represented the second step towards the expansion 

of activities in that sphere^ advocated b y the Executive Board and the Health 

Assembly in the past few years. Full details of all the additional posts would be 

furnished under the appropriate sections during the detailed examination of the 

proposed programme and budget estimates. 

The effective increase in funds that was being proposed for programme activities 

was indeed small for a year that would be the fourth year of the United Nations 

Development Decade， in which so many of the newly independent and other developing 

countries were placing high hopes. It should be borne in mind, too, that increasing 一 

costs of personnel, of other services, including fellowships^ and of supplies and 

equipment^ placed a further limit on the volume of services that could be provided 

within those additional funds; in fact, the increase was a relative rather than an 

absolute one• due to that factor. 
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The costs of the additional projects requested by governments and not included 

in h i s proposed programme and budget estimates and of projects under the Expanded 

Programme of Technical Assistance that had had to be relegated in 196^ and 1964 to 

Category 工工 Game to a total of more than $ 10 〇〇〇 000. Those projects corresponded 

to health needs in the various countries that could not be tackled under the 1964 

programme. 

It would be recalled that there had been an increase over the past few years in 

the funds made available for health projects under the Expanded Programme of Technical 

Assistance. On the other h a n d , the United Nations Special Fund,, since its inception 

in 1959 through 1962^ had allocated for health work only 〇.59 per- cent, of its total 

allocations for approved projects - a proportion that was extremely small• It was 

therefore plain that expansion of health activities had to depend essentially on the 

Organization
f

 s regular budget • For the time being，no .reliance could be placed on 

the Special Fund or even the Expanded Programme for that purpose. 

The budgetary increase proposed was by no means excessive. He accordingly 

appealed to the Standing Committee to view the proposals in the light of the health 

needs existing throughout the world and of the many unsatisfied requests for 

expansion of WHO assistance. If that v/ere done, he was sure he would be accorded 

the requisite funds to allow of an orderly development of activities. 

7 . PROPOSED PROGRAMME A ND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1964: Item б of the Agenda 
(Official Records N o . 121 and Corr.lj Documents EB)l/AF/TO/l-7) 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General，introducing the documentation, said he 

would be brief since the Secretariat's preparatory work had enabled the budget 

document to be dispatched b y JO November 1 9 6 ) and the relevant working papers to be 

in the hands of members of the Executive Beard prior to their leaving for Geneva. 
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Document EB^l/AP/WP/l dealt with the establishment^ composition and terms of 

reference of the Standing Committee. 

Document EB31/AP/WP/2 contained background information on the Organization's 

general programme of work, its structure, the sources from which its activities were 

financed, and the budgetary processes and practices that governed the development of 

its annual programme and budget estimates • The document brought up to date the 

similar information that had been included as Chapter 工 of the Executive Board
!

 s 

report on its examination of the proposed programme and budget estimates for 1963. 

Document EB31/AF/WP/5 set out the principles that had been followed in classify 

ing and computing the 1964 budget estimates. 

Document EB51/AF/WP/4 outlined the contents and form of presentation of the 

proposed programme and budget estimates for 1964., as well as the main features of 

the proposals. It also contained siimmary information on the international health 

programme planned to be financed from funds administered by WHO and funds made 

available from other multilateral sources, together with information on estimated 

contributions of governments towards the cost of WHO-assisted projects in their 

countries. Additional information on the last-mentioned point that had been 

received since the budget document was prepared would be found in the addendum. 

Document ЕВ31/AP/WP/5 showed the main items that accounted for the increase in 

the amount of the proposed effective working budget for 1964 as compared with the 

corresponding level for and detailed analyses of the proposed programme and 

budget estimates for 1964 compared with the corresponding estimates for 196)• 
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The resolutions adopted by Regional Committees on the regional estimates for 

1964 were reproduced in document EBJl/AE/WP/ó. The relevant minutes of the Regional 

Committee meetings were available for reference^ in the languages in which they had 

been produced for the Committees, r:ut for practical reasons had not been distributed. 

Document EB31/AF/WP/7 contained up-to-date work-load statistics relating to 

certain of the Administration and F丄nance Services. 

He invited particular attention to some changes in the form of presentation of 

the programme and budget (0fficia 1 Records No. 121, Notes on the Presentation of the 

Programme and Budget, section 1). A new summary table had been included under 

Annex 2., showing in respect of each region the total estimated costs of the 

activities planned to be financed from the regular budget』 the Expanded Programme of 

Technical Assistance, the Malaria Eradication Special Account, and Other Extra-

Budgetary Funds. Secondly, additional columns had been inserted in the cost 

estimates contained in Annex 3 to distinguish between malaria eradication activities 

which were as from 196̂ 4- to be financed, entirely by "the Fegula.r ou.d.gG't̂  and. activities 

under the accelerated malaria eradication programme to be financed from voluntary 

contributions• 

He also drew attention to section 3-1 of the Notes, relating to supplementary 

estimates for 1963， and section ),2， concerning the approved 1965 and proposed 1964 

effective working budget levels. Section 4 of the Notes related to casual income 

and reimbursement of administrative and operational services costs from the Special 

Account for the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance. In conformity with 

established policy, the Director-General was recommending that an amount of $ 500 000 

of casual income, together with the allocation from the Special Account in the amount 

of $ 75б 99O, be used to help finance the 1964 budget. 
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The remaining sections of the Notes related to the scales of assessment, the 

Appropriation Resolution for 1964 and the computation of the estimates. 

The CHAIRMAN invited general comments. 

D r WATT expressed appreciation of the Secretariat's efforts，which had made it 

possible for members to receive documentation in good time. 

He was surprised that so small a proportion of the resources of the United 

Nations Special Fund was being devoted to health work^ especially in view of the 

magnitude of the needs that e.xisted. . ,. • 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that the Special Fund clearly took the view 

that many activities in health could not be regarded as pre-investment activities 

and hence were outside the scope of its terms of reference. Thus far its interest 

in the health field had been limited to projects for the training of sanitary 

engineers and certain preliminary projects connected with water supply, and the 

record of its allocations to the various specialized agencies, particulars, of which 

he gave, plainly showed that, the Fund was not convinced of the importance of health 

work for building up the infrastructure of the developing countries. Since its 

inception, he had had many discussions with the Managing Director of the Fund on the 

possibility of expanding its interest but^ although the Managing Director was now 

more sympathetic to that aim, no positive results had as yet been forthcoming. The 

Organization could therefore not place too much reliance on additional funds from 

that source in the future. 
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D r WATT suggested that Executive Board members might possibly be able to help 

the Director-General in his efforts to obtain more assistance from the Special Fund; 

if the Secretariat had any suggestions to that end, he trusted that they would be 

duly passed on to Board members. 

D r DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, Secretary, suggested that before proceeding 

to the detailed examination of the Programme and Budget the Standing Committee might 

wish to take note of documents EB)l/AF/WP/l and 2，and consider WP/3 and WP/4 (with 

Add. l) • The Secretariat would be pleased to furnish any further explanation or 

information on any particular point concerning those documents. 

It was so agreed> 

The CHAIRMAN called for observations on document EB31/AF/WP/3. 

D r LAYTON said that on the whole he had found the explanatory notes adequate in 

the working paper on the classification and computation of the estimates, but had." 

not been able to understand the reason for what appeared on the surface to be a 

paradox in the figures contained in the table on page 6. He would therefore 

appreciate a more detailed explanation of why, though the percentage staff turnover 

in 1965 was estimated at 0.03 and in 1964 at 0,07, both the amounts and percentages 

shown on the next line for deductions on account of delays in filling new posts were 

of the reverse order of magnitude for those two years. 

M r SIEGEL said that he would have to obtain detailed information on that point 

and would accordingly defer his answer until the following meeting. 

There were no comments on document EB31/AF/WP/4 and Add. 1. 
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Dr DOROLLE observed that subject to the answer that the Secretariat would be 

giving at the following meeting to the question raised by Dr Layton, the Standing 

Committee would presumably now wish to take note of the second^ third and fourth 

working papers. The purpose of document EB)l/AF/WP/5 was to facilitate comparison 

between the 1963 and 1964 estimates • Perhaps the best course would be for the 

Standing Committee to refer to that document as necessary during the detailed 

examination of the Proposed Programme and Budget for 1964. 
1 » 

It was so agreed• 

8- DETAILED EXAMINATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE M R E C T O R - G E N E R A L
1

S PROPOSED PROGRAMME 

AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1964，TAKING INTO CONSIDERATION THE TERMS OF 

RESOLUTION WHA'5.62: Item 6.1 of the Agenda (Official Records No- 121; 

Documents EB5l/AF/WP/l^7 ) — — — — — — — 

Notes on the Presentation of the Programme and Budget 

Professor AUJALEU^ referring to section 1.2 on page xxi of Official Records 

No. 121, asked for a more detailed explanation of how., irrespective of their source^ 

a distinction had been drawn between funds under the regular programme and those 

under the accelerated malaria eradication programme > Was the distinction purely a 

budgetary one or technical as well? 

Dr KAUL^ Assistant Director-General^ said that Professor Aujaleu
f

 s question was 

not easy to answer because of the difficulty of laying down a demarcation line 

between the regular and the accelerated malaria eradication programme. The long-

term eradication programmes comprised activities which had been developing fairly 
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s a t i s f a c t o r i l y during the past three or four years and which constituted the main 

r e g u l a r p r o g r a m m e . In addition there were certain projects， not yet initiated or 

still at the planning stage, which could be implemented under the accelerated 

programme if resources became available - often more quickly than by waiting for 

funds to become available u n d e r the regular programme. Activities under the 

a c c e l e r a t e d programme included those that would help to speed up existing projects 

or m a k e it possible to undertake additional phases of the programme. 

M e m b e r s of the Standing Committee were no doubt aware of the administrative, 

f i n a n c i a l and organizational problems that had caused delays in the eradication 

programme since its inception. When they came to examine the programme in detail 

it w o u l d be easier to see more clearly which activities ifeli under the regular 

programme and w h i c h under the accelerated programme. In Annex 3 of Official Records 

N o . 121 country by country programmes under the regular programme, as well as details 

of the accelerated programme, were set out separately. 

D r A F R I D I said that Professor Aujaleu had raised an extremely important question, 

w h i c h u n d o u b t e d l y had a bearing on WHO's policy on the use of malaria eradication 

funds• He w o u l d n o t comment further at the present stage, since the malaria 

eradication programme w o u l d be thoroughly discussed in connexion with Annex 3 of 

O f f i c i a l Records N o . 121. The Committee could thus be perfectly clear in what way 

and u n d e r w h a t headings special funds should be used in order to supplement properly 

the w o r k proceeding u n d e r the regular budget. The functional division of such 

a c t i v i t i e s was' important. 
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Professor AUJALEU said that he had more or less expected the kind of answer 

given by Dr Kaul to his question. At the moment he was not discussing the issue from 

the substantive angle but as a matter of presentation in the Notes, because he was 

uncertain whether the expression ”an accelerated malaria eradication programme" 

appropriately described the activities Dr Kaul had mentioned. In his opinion the 

accelerated programme denoted the regular programme as a whole together with 

supplementary activities and not the latter alone. 

The CHAIRMAN invited any members of the Executive Board present to take part 

in the discussion if they so wished. 

Dr WATT, referring to section 4 of the Notes, assumed that the amount of casual 

income that the Director-General was recommending to be used to help finance the 

annual budget was already in hand. As in the previous year, the amount was 

considerable^ and he would be interested to know whether a table existed showing 

trends in regard to casual income over several years. 

Mr SIEGEL^ Assistant Director-General, said he would first comment on budgetary 

aspects of the question raised by Professor Aujaleu and Dr Afridi in connexion with 

the malaria eradication programme• 

It would be recalled that the Fourteenth World Health Assembly in its resolution 

WHA14.15 had decided to incorporate the cost of the malaria eradication programme 

in the regular budget by stages over a period of three years» At that time the 

estimated cost had been approximately $ б million and the possibility had been 

discussed of dividing the sum into equal parts over the three years• The Assembly 

had decided, however， to incorporate the administrative and indirect operating costs 
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immediately under the regular budget and in addition, as the first stage, $ 2 million^ 

making a total of some $ 2 . 7 million. The Fifteenth World Health Assembly had 

appropriated a second $ 2 million for the purpose and that，with the instalment of 

$ 1 565 000 for 1964, would complete the process and make up the total of 

$ 6 million. A somewhat mechanical method of determining the amounts pertaining 

respectively to the regular and the accelerated programme had thus been introduced• 

The Committee might find it useful in that connexion to refer to resolutions 

WHA14.15 and WHA15.20, and particularly to resolution WHA15.3斗，in which the Assembly 

reiterated "its conviction that continued voluntary contributions in cash and in 

kind are essential for accelerating the malaria^ eradication programme". 

His comments of course concerned the budgetary aspects only; the Committee 

might wish to deal separately with the programme aspects in its discussion on 

Annex 3 (Malaria Operations). 

With regard to D r Watt
f

 s question concerning casual income, the Committee would 

recall that over a period of some years the Board had considered it unwise to try to 

use too large an amount from casual income to help finance the annual budget, but 

considered that even although there might be a greater sum available .it was prudent 

to maintain a uniform level in order to avoid wide variations from one year to the 

nex t . That arrangement^ which the Health Assembly had accepted, made it possible 

for the Organization to meet its supplemental budget needs by drawing on available 

casual income over and above the $ 500 〇〇0 that had been used in each of the last 

three years, and without the necessity of placing supplementary assessments on 

Member States, which would create legislative problems for many Members. The 
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amount of $ 5〇〇 ООО which the Director-General was currently recommending was 

available and on hand• Over and above that sum there was a further amount 

available and the Committee could be provided with a paper giving estimates of that 

amount as foreseen at present. 

The Committee would note from document EB)l/l^ that the Director-General was 

proposing that the supplementary budget estimate of $ 1б2 000 be financed from 

available casual income, which amount was available in addition to the $ 500 000 

which the Director-General was recommending for the 1964 estimates. 

If the Committee so desired a paper could be submitted showing the casual 

income that had been recommended over the last four or five years. 

Dr LAYTON shared the views expressed by Professor Aujaleu and Dr Afridi 

concerning the accelerated* malaria eradication programme, but did not propose to 

pursue the matter at the present stage, on the understanding that it would be 

considered in detail both in regard to financial implications and programme 

possibilities when Annex ) was taken up. 

Referring to section 4.2 of the Notes, he observed that to the best of his 

recollection figures showing amounts in the Suspense Account and from casual income 

were presented annually in the External Auditor's report. Perhaps such past 

reports might throw light on the question raised by Dr Watt». 

Turning to section 5，he asked whether WHO was required to modify its scale of 

assessment if the United Nations did so during the year in which it was applicable: 

such a requirement could present difficulties both to governments which had already-

secured parliamentary approval for their contributions and to WHO in its advance 

planning of the budget and programme. 
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D r WATT said that the main purpose of his question had been to ascertain 

whether a simple table existed showing what sums had been avail able during the past 

few years from casual income. 

M r SIEGEL said that D r Layton probably had in mind the figures supplied to the 

ad hoc Committee of the Executive Board and to the Health Assembly in the annual 

Financial Report^ with the aomments of the External Auditor. Each annual Financial 

Report contained information on the casual income available.• from the various sub-

divisions at the- end of each calendar year. A short table could very easily be 

produced, giving those figures for the last several years• 

D r LAYTON and Dr WATT signified that such a table would be helpful. 

M r SIEGEL said In reply to Dr Layton
r

s question cono^rning scales of assessment 

that under resolution WHA8.5 WHO used the latest available United Nations scale in 

fixing its own for the following year. In other words，WHO would use for its 

assessments for the 1964 budget the scale established by the United Nations for the 

year with due adjustment to the WHO membership. The kind of difficulty 

Dr Layton had mentioned could thus be avoided. In 1962 the Health Assembly had 

adopted a resolution which would have nullified the effect of that provision in 

respect of the 1963 scale had the United Nations retroactively revised its scale for 

1962j but in fact that had not been done. 

The meeting rose at 12 пооп> 


